AM No. 10-087

MEMO TO:

City Council

FROM:

John Marchione, Mayor

DATE:

April 20, 2010

SUBJECT:

PROPOSED PILOT RED LIGHT CAMERA AND SCHOOL
PHOTO ENFORCEMENT PROGRAM

I. RECOMMENDED ACTION
Authorize the Mayor to negotiate a proposed agreement with American Traffic Solutions
(ATS) for a 30 day warning period and 12 month pilot program for red light violations
and speed limit violations at selected school zones. Pending the Council’s adoption of
the requisite ordinance and fee schedule, it is proposed that a pilot program commence in
Redmond in the third quarter of 2010.
II.

DEPARTMENT CONTACT PERSON
Tim Fuller, Interim Chief
Shari Shovlin, Operations Commander
Nick Almquist, Operations Lieutenant

425-556-2528
425-556-2564
425-556-2570

III. BACKGROUND/ANALYSIS
Based on an analysis of traffic safety violations at Redmond intersections and the success
of other local jurisdictions with their red light camera programs, the City of Redmond
Police Department proposes to establish a pilot red light camera and school safety photo
enforcement program. The department introduced this proposal at the Council’s Public
Safety Committee in August, 2008, with follow-up discussions and response to Council
questions at the February 10, 2010, and April 14, 2010 committee meetings. While
Council members expressed concerns regarding potential fees and public notice of
enforcement in school zones, the Committee did support bringing this issue forward to
the full Council for further discussion and to authorize further exploration of a proposed
pilot program.
Statistically, it has been shown that intersections can be dangerous. Forty percent of all
crashes occur in an intersection; red light running accounts for over 180,000 crashes,
90,000 injuries, and 1,000 deaths per year. Red light running is dangerous. Sixty three
percent of Americans witness at least one red light running a week, one in three
Americans know a victim of a red light incident, 96% of drivers fear a red light incident.
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Red Light Photo Enforcement can mitigate the dangers of red light running. Over 350
U.S. cities use red light cameras and ten research studies affirm red light cameras are
beneficial. The use of cameras has shown a reduction in the total number of serious
crashes by 16%, “t-bone” crashes by 26%, violations and fatalities while also positively
affecting driver behavior.
There is demonstrated public support of Red Light Camera Enforcement. In a U.S.-wide
2001 Harris Poll, 78% of Americans want increased intersection safety. A Seattle Public
Opinion Poll, conducted in April, 2006 showed that 82% of Seattle residents favor
installation of red light cameras
How Photo Enforcement Works
The cameras work off a single camera technology that allows for higher resolution and
more power. The cameras are 16 megapixels that allows for crystal clear images even
during hours of darkness or rain. The system is designed to take photos at specific times;
therefore, a valid photo of the violation is rendered each time. The photos and video
evidence are very clear and go through several validation steps, both from the vendor and
Redmond police, before a citation is issued. The evidence gathered from the cameras
speaks for itself and holds up in court (prima facie evidence).
For the past year and a half, the police department began considering the use of photo
enforcement technology for Redmond. Preliminary findings have been presented to the
Public Safety Committee on several occasions and general support was expressed for the
development of a 30-day warning phase and 12-month pilot program. After discussions
with the Public Safety Committee, the following questions were asked and issues
considered for follow up:
• Which intersections/approaches should be considered for the pilot program, and why?
• Which school zones should be considered for the pilot program, and why?
IV. PILOT PROGRAM
Photo Enforcement at Intersections
Police and Transportation/Public Works Department Staff collaborated and information
from the violation studies was shared. The following criteria were considered with
regard to intersections/approaches:
• Traffic volume
• Number of collisions
• Frequency of red light violations
After reviewing the relevant data, the following intersections/approaches were identified
as the best possible candidates for photo enforcement:
Eastbound/Westbound N.E. 40th Street @ 156 Avenue N.E. (41 violations per day)
Eastbound Redmond Way @ 148th Avenue N.E. (33 violations per day)
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Westbound/Northbound Union Hill Road @ Avondale Road (44 violations per day)
These intersections had the highest traffic volumes of those studied, the highest number
of total collisions, and are difficult intersections to work for motors/traffic due to the high
volumes of traffic. Our increased growth makes it difficult to service all of the complaint
areas effectively. Photo enforcement will assist the police department to target high
complaint areas utilizing an efficient and innovative system.
The interest in utilizing photo enforcement at these intersections is to lower red light
violations and lower potential for injury and non injury collisions with vehicles,
pedestrians and bicyclists.
School Zone Enforcement
The schools considered for school zone photo enforcement are:
Einstein Elementary - 18025 N.E. 116th Street
Redmond Junior High School - 10200 166th Avenue N.E.
• These are the highest complaint school zones
• There are active notifications in place (flashing yellow lights, signs, etc.)
The police department’s traffic division worked on a speed study utilizing radar. Speed
trailers were placed between the following hours in the month of October, 2009 and the
following data was obtained:
Einstein Elementary
(East/West Traffic Captured)
8:30-9:15 am
34 violations
3:30-4:00 pm
63 violations
Redmond Junior High
(North/South Traffic Captured)
7:30-8:00 am
30 violations
2:15-2:45 pm
63 violations
Based on this analysis, we believe these two schools are prime candidates for the oneyear photo enforcement pilot program. The intent is to conduct both education and
enforcement before and after the pilot with the goal of reducing speeds in the school
zones, making pedestrians/children and crossing guards safer and that they feel safer.
Vendors
The two main vendors are ATS and Redflex. Redmond police have met with both
vendors and recommend ATS based on customer service and availability. They have
local offices for service are readily available for technical questions. Cities such as
Bellevue, Seattle, Lynnwood, Issaquah, Renton, Federal Way, and numerous others in
Washington are utilizing ATS. Many of the contracts, interlocal agreements, and
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business plans are available for lessons learned and best practices. One of the big keys
for recommending ATS is their customer service philosophy. They have been prompt in
responding to questions and other agency representatives have been very satisfied with
their services. A bid process was not required since there are no upfront monies required
for installation or service. The terms of the contract with ATS can be terminated by
mutual written agreement if service is not acceptable and customer can show cause, and
if there is legislation or state law that is changed for this type of enforcement.
V. BENEFITS/COST
Reduction in red light and school zone speed violations through a comprehensive photo
enforcement program will promote and protect the public health, safety, and welfare of
our community. Most cities, large and small, that have implemented this type of
program, experience significant reductions in red light violations and collisions at both
monitored and unmonitored intersections throughout the community. Motorists are more
aware of their surroundings and appear to prepare for intersections over time. Red light
and speed zone photo enforcement also allow the police department to direct its resources
toward other education and enforcement needs.
Program Cost
All vendors offer cost neutral guarantees, meaning that payments to the service provider
can never exceed actual revenue received by the City. Revenue for this program is
generated through the payment of fines for citations issued for red light violations and
speeding in school zones; staff proposes fines at $124.00 per violation. A $124.00 fine is
consistent with the dollar amount for these violations in surrounding jurisdictions and
equal to the fee imposed should a motorist receive an infraction notice from an officer for
these types of violations.
The City pays the service provider a single monthly fee for all aspects of the pilot photo
enforcement program. Total program costs for the pilot program are estimated at
$453,000 per year. The monthly fee for the red light camera program is $225,000 ($3750
per red light camera, with 5 red light cameras proposed at three intersections) and
$228,000 for the school zone camera program ($4750 per speed zone camera, with 4
cameras proposed in two school zones).
The King County District Court will retain a modest portion of revenue generated from
the red light camera/school photo enforcement pilot program to cover its incremental
costs as per the City’s contract for court services with King County District Court.
As proposed, any remaining program revenues, once court costs are paid, would be
dedicated to a special fund to provide monies for identified public safety project
improvements. Examples of such projects include; unfunded crosswalk paint projects,
street signage, enforcement initiatives, and equipment.
Based on the experience of other cities’ implementation and Redmond’s proposed
program assumptions, anticipated revenues are estimated to be in excess of one million
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dollars per year, though revenues will vary over time, pending the level of the fee that is
adopted by the Council and the diminished revenues over time as enforcement leads to
greater compliance (with the result of less violations).
Staff Recommendation
Pending the Council’s adoption of the requisite ordinance and fee schedule, the police
department would work with the selected vendor ATS to implement photo enforcement
technology at the listed three intersections and two school zones in the City’s effort to
reduce red light running and speeding in school zones. The effectiveness of this
technology will be evaluated over the one-year trial period with recommendations to
include any reevaluation of the contract between the police department and ATS.
Schedule
With Council’s conceptual approval of a red light camera/school safety photo
enforcement program, the City would negotiate an agreement with ATS and develop the
associated ordinance and fee schedule for further review with the Public Safety
Committee in May/June 2010 and subsequent Council review/action. Redmond’s
proposed ordinance and fee schedule would be modeled on the City of Bellevue’s
program, which is described further in Attachments A, B and C.
VI. ATTACHMENTS
A. City of Bellevue Photo Enforcement Services Agreement
B. April, 2009 Press Release, “Bellevue Moves Forward With Traffic Enforcement
Cameras”
C. City of Bellevue, Washington Ordinance

APPROVED FOR COUNCIL AGENDA:
/s/
_____________________________________
Tim Fuller, Interim Chief

04/15/10
___________
Date

Jane Christenson for
_______________________
John Marchione, Mayor

04/15/10
___________
Date
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PHOTO ENFORCEMENT SERVICES AGREEMENT
THIS AGREEMENT is between American Traffic Solutions, Inc. (herein "ATS"), with its
principal place of business at 7681 East Gray Road, Scottsdale, Arizona, and the City of Bellevue,
Washington, herein "Customer", with principal offices at 450 110th Avenue NE, Bellevue,
Washington 98004.
WITNESSETH:
WHEREAS, ATS has the exclusive knowledge, possession and ownership of certain
equipment, licenses, and processes, referred to collectively as the "Axsis™ System" (herein
"Axsis”), and
WHEREAS, Customer desires to use the Axsis™ System to monitor and enforce red light
violations, and may, in the future, desire to monitor and enforce traffic speed or other traffic
movements and to issue citations for traffic violations.
WHEREAS, ATS acknowledges that Customer has an existing Interlocal Agreement For
Provision of District Court Services Between King County and The City Of Bellevue (District Court
Interlocal Agreement) that provides in part that duties imposed by “General Rules (GR) 29 –
Presiding Judge in Superior Court, District and Limited Jurisdiction Court” - are non delegable as
provided therein;
NOW THEREFORE, the parties agree:
1. DEFINITIONS:
As used in this Agreement, the following words and terms shall, unless the context otherwise
requires, have the respective meanings provided below:
“Approach” is defined as one direction of travel of one or more lanes on a road or a traffic
intersection up to four (4) contiguous lanes controlled by up to two (2) signal phases.
“Camera System” means a photo-traffic monitoring device consisting of one (1) rear camera,
strobe, and traffic monitoring device capable of accurately detecting a traffic infraction on up to
four contiguous lanes controlled by up to two (2) signal phases and which records such data with
one or more images of such vehicle. "Camera System" shall also, where the sense requires,
include any enclosure or cabinet and related appurtenances in which the Axsis™ is stationed.
"Citation" means a citation or notice of violation or equivalent instrument issued by a competent
state or municipal law enforcement agent or agency or by a court of competent jurisdiction relating
to a violation documented or evidenced by Axsis™.
“Owner” means the owner(s) of a motor vehicle as shown by the motor vehicle registration
records of the motor vehicle department or the analogous agency of another state or country.
“Paid Citation” means a situation where the person cited has entered a plea of guilty and paid
any portion of the fine and applicable court costs associated with the particular citation.
"Person" or "persons" means any individual, partnership, joint venture, corporation, trust,
unincorporated association, governmental authority or political subdivision thereof or any other
form of entity.
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“Recorded Image” means an image digitally recorded by a Camera System.
“Axsis System” means the Axsis Violation Processing System which is a hosted application
owned, maintained and managed by ATS from its facilities.
“Traffic Control Signal” means a traffic control device that displays alternating red, yellow and
green lights intended to direct traffic when to stop at or proceed through and intersection.
“VIMS Analysis” is a statistical assessment of violations rates at suspected problem
intersections and approaches to determine the need for a red light system.
"Violation" means failure to obey an applicable traffic law or regulations, including, without
limitation, failure to obey a traffic signal, operating a motor vehicle in excess of the posted speed
limit, and operating a motor vehicle without displaying a valid license plate.
2. ATS AGREES TO PROVIDE:
A. The scope of work is identified in Exhibit “A, Section 1”. In addition to any other duties set
forth in this Agreement, ATS, subject to the provisions of this Agreement including Exhibit “A,
Section 1” - Project Scope of Work, shall:
1. Manage the delivery, installation and configuration of the System and the
performance of all services in connection therewith as described in, and in
conformance with, Exhibit “A, Section 1” - Project Scope of Work;
2. Provide, review, and approve all technical specifications with respect to Customer’s
hardware and equipment to ascertain compatibility with the System;
3. Develop, in consultation with, Customer and Subcontractors, the Acceptance Test
Plan (ATP) for the System according to the Exhibit “A, Section 1” - Project Scope of
Work;
4. Assist Customer in performing acceptance testing in the manner contemplated by
the Exhibit “A, Section 1” - Project Scope of Work;
5. Assist Customer in performing the final acceptance testing to determine whether the
System conforms to the ATP and is ready for Final System Acceptance;
6. Act as the central point of contact and coordinator for all services. Obtain license,
warranty, and/or service agreements from vendors of Third Party Products and
Services provided hereunder and transfer and/or pass through the benefits of such
agreements to Customer including, but not limited to, any contracts or agreements with
any and all Subcontractors;
7.
Provide Customer with any Upgrades or Updates of, and Modifications,
Customization, Interfaces or Enhancements to, the Axsis System, concurrently with
such Upgrades, Updates, Modifications, Customization, Interfaces and Enhancements
being made available to other licensees of the Software (it being acknowledged that
following expiration of the Warranty Period, such Upgrades, Updates, Modifications,
Customization, Interfaces and Enhancements will be made available pursuant to the
Software Maintenance Agreement). Any costs pertaining to the installation of such
Upgrades, Updates, Modifications, Customization, Interfaces and Enhancements shall
be the responsibility of ATS, to the extent the installation involves incorporating the
Upgrade, Update, Modification, Customization, Interface or Enhancement into the
System and in doing so securing for Customer, at a minimum, the same level of
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functionality that it had with respect to the System immediately prior to the installation
of such Upgrade, Update, Modification, Customization, Interface or Enhancement;
Notwithstanding the paragraph above, the Customer understands that ATS will not be
selling or delivering software to the Customer or accessing Customer systems and that
the Customer will only be accessing the Axsis System remotely using an internet
connection. As such, the Customer understands that ATS is not providing licensed
software for installation on Customer systems but accessibility to the Axsis System
under the terms of this Service Agreement.
8. Verify with Customer that the services due from Subcontractors and any other
vendor under this Agreement have been delivered and/or performed in accordance with
the terms of this Agreement prior to releasing payments for such services;
9. Assist Customer in determining whether and when the Camera System and Axsis
System is ready for use in Live Operations;
10. Deliver, Install, and Implement the System at the stated location(s) and in stated
quantities including, without limitation, all Deliverables in accordance with the
Specifications and the Project Schedule included in Exhibit “A, Section 1” - Project
Scope of Work or elsewhere in this Agreement or otherwise mutually agreed upon in
writing by Customer and ATS; and with respect to delivery, installation and
implementation, ATS shall comply with state, federal, and industry standards for such
items;
11. Following Delivery and Installation of the System, provide Customer with training
as specified in the Training Plan included in Exhibit “A, Section 1” - Project Scope of
Work. Such training is to be provided on a mutually agreed upon schedule between
Customer and ATS. If Customer is not available for training at the scheduled time(s), a
revised training schedule will be established based upon the mutual agreement of both
parties, and the Project Schedule shall, if necessary, be revised by mutual agreement
of the parties. Training materials are to be provided electronically by ATS for review
and approval by Customer in advance of the scheduled training date;
12.
Work in cooperation with Customer staff and/or various other Customer
contractors under contract with Customer. ATS agrees to coordinate and cooperate
with all such staff and Customer Contractors as may be necessary, to assure timely
and successful implementation of the System according to the Project Plan.
B. ATS shall perform the duties described in Exhibit “A, Section 1” – Project Scope of Work, as
supplemented above, in an efficient, competent and timely manner and exercise reasonable care,
skill and diligence in the performance thereof. Having regard to Exhibit “A, Section 1” – Project
Scope of Work and the Project Schedule, ATS shall, in consultation with Customer, determine the
manner and means by which such duties shall be performed. Such duties shall be performed with
Customer’s full cooperation, at Customer’s premises or, if agreed to by both parties, at an alternate
location. ATS agrees, while working on Customer’s premises, to observe Customer’s rules and
policies, ATS shall respond expeditiously to any inquiries pertaining to this Agreement and the
Project from Customer.
3. ATS AND SUBCONTRACTORS
A. ATS may enter into subcontracts with third parties for its performance of any part of ATS's
duties and obligations, provided that, in no event shall the existence of a subcontract release or
reduce the liability of ATS to Customer for any breach in the performance of ATS's duties. ATS
agrees to hold Customer harmless hereunder for any loss or damage of any kind, including
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attorney’s fees, occasioned by the acts or omissions of ATS's Subcontractors, their agents, or
employees. Customer reserves the right to reject any Subcontractor. Third party products or
services included in Exhibit “A, Section 1” – Project Scope of Work require a contract to be
in place prior to the commencement of this contract.
B. ATS shall ensure, with written documentation, that Customer is an intended third-party
beneficiary with the right to enforce the terms of any agreement between ATS and any
Subcontractor used by ATS pertaining to the services, products and licenses provided under
this Agreement. ATS shall be responsible for coordinating any response to disputes or issues,
and shall use commercially reasonable efforts to ensure that any such dispute or issue is
resolved to Customer’s satisfaction. Failure to obtain a written agreement naming the Customer
as a third party beneficiary shall be considered a material breach of this Agreement.
4. CUSTOMER AGREES TO PROVIDE:
The scope of work identified in Exhibit “A, Section 2.”
5. TERM AND EFFECTIVE DATE
This contract shall be effective on the date of the last signature below. The term of this
Agreement shall be for five (5) years from the date Customer signs same (the “Start Date”) and
may be extended for two additional five (5) year periods. Customer may extend this Agreement
at the expiration of any term by providing ATS 60 days written notice of renewal.
6. SOFTWARE ACCESSIBILITY
A. Grant of License: Subject to the terms and conditions of this Agreement, CONTRACTOR
hereby grants to CUSTOMER: a non-exclusive right to access and use the Axsis System for the
purposes intended under this service agreement as outlined in Exhibit “A, Section 1” –
Project Scope of Work .
B. Term of Licenses: The access granted under the license herein commences on the
Effective Date and terminates upon termination of the contract.
7. FEES AND PAYMENT:
A. Customer shall pay for all equipment, services and maintenance based on the fee
schedule indicated in Exhibit A, Schedule 1, (“Fees”) in consideration of acceptable ATS
performance. Payment shall only be made for services performed, after acceptance (and
initially only after acceptance as determined by ATP) and authorization by Customer. Such
payment shall be made within thirty (30) days after the Customer’s receipt of a properly
completed invoice and acceptance of the services. Payment periods will be computed from
the date of the acceptance by the Customer of completion of all services, or the date of
receipt of a correct invoice, whichever date is later. This section is not intended to restrict
partial payments that are specified in the contract.
B. All records and accounts pertaining to this Agreement are to be kept available for
inspection by representatives of the Customer for a period of three (3) years after final
payment. Copies shall be made available to the Customer upon request.
C. If during the course of the Agreement, the work performed does not meet the
requirements set forth in the Contract, ATS shall correct or modify the work to comply with
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the Agreement requirements and the Customer shall have the right to withhold payment for
such work until it meets the requirements of the Agreement.
D. Invoices must show a breakdown of services provided and price for each. Only
designated Customer staff may place work order(s). Invoices must specify the name and
phone number of the Customer employee who placed the order.
E. Cost Neutrality Clause - During the term of the contract, Customer shall not be required to
pay ATS more than Customer (or ATS on Customer’s behalf) has collected/received in
revenue through the use of the Axsis System cumulatively throughout the term of the contract.
For the purposes of this clause, the term “revenue” applies to that portion of fines actually
received by the Customer (“revenue”) according to the distribution method applicable under
State law or by court contract. This clause will be applied as follows:
1. Where revenue for the program during any month, as defined by Customer, are less
than the full amount of ATS invoices, ATS shall be entitled to payment in the full amount of
revenue ATS will maintain an accounting of any net balances owed to ATS and shall apply
future revenue received by Bellevue first to the accrued balance and then to the current
months invoice.
Example: If during October, November and December revenue received is $2,000
per month and ATS invoice is $4,000 per month, Customer will only pay for each
month $2,000. However, if in January revenue is $8,000, Customer will pay ATS
the full $8,000 which would then still leave a balance owing of $2,000. In February
Customer received $8,000 in revenue. ATS would receive $6,000. Additionally,
the $2,000 surplus would be available for payment in a future month in which
revenue is less than amount invoiced. This running reconciliation shall be for the
term of the contract which shall be documented by a monthly invoice showing to
date deficit or surplus amounts.
F. Taxes, Fees and Licenses:
1. Taxes: Where required by state statute, ordinance or regulation, ATS shall pay for
and maintain in current status all taxes that are necessary for contract performance.
Unless otherwise indicated, Customer agrees to pay State of Washington sales or use
taxes on all applicable consumer services and materials purchased.
2. Fees and Licenses: ATS shall pay for and maintain in a current status, any license
fees, assessments, permit charges, etc., which are necessary for contract performance.
It is the ATS’ sole responsibility to monitor and determine any changes or the
enactment of any subsequent requirements for said fees, assessments, or charges and
to immediately comply with said changes during the entire term of this Agreement. ATS
must pay all custom duties, brokerage or import fees where applicable as part of the
contract price. ATS shall take all necessary actions to ensure that materials or
equipment purchased are expedited through customs.
8. RESPONSIBILITY OF ATS
A. Safety
ATS shall take all necessary precautions for the safety of employees and the general public
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on the work site and shall comply with all applicable provisions of federal, state and local
regulations, ordinances and codes. ATS shall erect and properly maintain at all time, as
required by the conditions and progress of the work, all necessary safeguards for the
protection of the workers and the public and shall post danger signs warning against known or
unusual hazards.
B. Warranties
ATS warrants that all materials, equipment, and/or services provided under this Agreement shall
be fit for the purpose(s) for which intended, for merchantability, and shall conform to the
requirements and specifications herein. Acceptance of any service and inspection incidental
thereto by Customer shall not alter or affect the obligations of the ATS or the rights of Customer.
ATS shall be responsible for correcting any deficiencies and for completing the work as
described in Exhibit A. 1. ATS shall comply with the maintenance procedures and manufacturer
recommendations for operation of the Axsis™ equipment which affect this Agreement.
C. Warranty of Performance
For a period of two years from date of this Agreement, ATS warrants that the system will
perform in accordance with the specifications and requirements contained in this
Agreement. ATS warrants to Customer that the deliverables will perform in accordance with
the description of the functions and capabilities as described in Exhibit “A, Section 1” –
Project Scope of Work, provided that the deliverables are properly used in accordance
with ATS’s instructions. ATS agrees that it will promptly make corrections of Errors in
accordance with the response guarantees defined in Exhibit “A, Section 1” – Project
Scope of Work which are reported in writing to ATS.
D. Intellectual Property Rights
ATS represents and warrants that: (1) it is and will be either the sole author of, or duly
licensed and authorized to use, all works employed by ATS in preparing any and all
Software; (2) it has and will have full and sufficient right to assign or grant the rights and/or
licenses in the Software, and (3) all Software provided to Customer does not and will not
infringe any patents, copyrights, trademarks, or other intellectual property rights (including
trade secrets), privacy or similar rights of any third party, nor has any claim (whether or not
embodied in an action, past or present) of such infringement been threatened or asserted,
nor is such a claim pending against ATS (or, insofar as ATS is aware, any entity from which
ATS has obtained such rights). ATS represents and warrants that it owns or has the
absolute right to sell, license, or otherwise grant the rights in the System conveyed to
Customer herein, and that neither the System nor any of its components (including any third
party products), infringes any patent, copyrights, or other intellectual property right of, or
misappropriates the trade secrets of, any person or entity. ATS shall protect, indemnify,
defend, and hold harmless Customer and Customer’s officers and directors, agents, and
employees, against any claim or legal action (whether or not such claim or action is
frivolous) brought by a third party arising out of a claim of infringement of patent, copyrights,
or other intellectual property rights, or misappropriation of trade secrets, in connection with
the Use (copying of any portion of the Software from a storage unit or media into a
computer or Server and execution of the software thereon ) of the System (including third
party software incorporated into the Licensed Software by ATS and Updates) by Customer
or in connection with the Use of the System.
E. Patents
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ATS does not convey to Bellevue, nor does Bellevue obtain, any right to any document or
material utilized by ATS that was created or produced separate from this Contract or was
preexisting material (not already owned by Bellevue), provided that the ATS has clearly
identified in writing such material as preexisting prior to commencement of the Work. To
the extent that preexisting materials are incorporated into the Work, the ATS grants
Bellevue an irrevocable, non-exclusive, fully paid, royalty-free right and/or license to use,
execute, reproduce, display, and transfer the preexisting material, but only as an
inseparable part of the Work.
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F. Copyrights
For any software, documents or materials not created exclusively for Bellevue, ATS grants to
Bellevue a non-exclusive, irrevocable, unlimited, royalty-free license to use every document and
all other materials prepared by the ATS for Bellevue under this Contract. Bellevue may make
and retain copies of such documents for its information and reference in connection with their
use on the project.
G. Right to Sell
ATS represents and warrants that it owns or has the absolute right to sell, license, or
otherwise grant the rights in the Deliverables conveyed to Customer herein, and that neither
the Deliverables nor any of its components (including any third party products), infringes any
patent, copyrights, or other intellectual property right of, or misappropriates the trade
secrets of, any person or entity.
H. Surreptitious Code
ATS represents and warrants that the System provided to Customer does not contain or will
not contain any “self-help code” or any unauthorized code as defined below. As used in this
Agreement, “self-help code” means any back door, time bomb, drop dead device, or other
software routine designed by, or for the use of, ATS, to disable a computer program
automatically with the passage of time or under the positive control of ATS or any other
person other than a licensee of the System. “Self-help code” does not include software
routines in a computer program, if any, designed to permit an owner of the computer
program (or other person acting by authority of the owner) to obtain access to a licensee’s
computer system(s) (e.g. remote access via modem) for purposes of maintenance or
technical support.
As used in this Agreement, “unauthorized code” means any virus, Trojan horse, worm or
other software routines or equipment components designed by, or used by the ATS, to
permit unauthorized access, or to disable, erase, or otherwise harm software, equipment, or
data; or to perform any other such actions. The term Unauthorized Code does not include
“self-help code”.
I.

Services

ATS represents and warrants that all services shall be provided in a timely manner in
accordance with the schedule included in Exhibit “A, Section 1” – Project Scope of
Work, with a reasonable standard of care, in a workmanlike and professional manner; and
each of the human resources assigned to perform services for Customer shall be fully
qualified, experienced, and technically trained and shall perform the services in a
reasonably cost-efficient manner.
In addition, all work hereunder, including but not limited to, consulting, project management,
training and technical support, has been performed in a good and workmanlike manner and
consistent with generally accepted industry standards. For any breach of this warranty, ATS
shall either, at the Customer’s option, perform the services again, at no cost to Customer, or
ATS shall reimburse Customer the fees paid to ATS for the unsatisfactory services.
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J. Security
Although ATS does not foresee needing to obtain access to Customer systems, given the
nature of the services provided, ATS must make every reasonable effort to protect
Customer systems and data from improper access. ATS must protect access to Customer
administrative accounts and passwords for those accounts may not be given to new
employees of the ATS without written approval from the Customer. For security purposes,
ATS may be required to provide written waivers to permit Customer to conduct background
investigations of any of its employees, representatives, agents, and subcontractors
assigned to Customer projects. If ATS has access to Customer systems for any reason,
ATS must comply with the conditions of the Customer’s Technology Resource Usage Policy
and security policies.
K. Compatibility
To the best of ATS’ knowledge, ATS represents and warrants that the System is compatible
with Customer’s and court’s computing environment, including, but not limited to, database
software, network, and platforms, as described in this Agreement.
L. Quiet Enjoyment
ATS represents and warrants that the System is the sole and exclusive property of ATS or
that ATS is authorized to provide full use of the System to the Customer as provided herein
and that System is not subject to any lien, claim, or encumbrance inconsistent with any of
Customer's rights under this Agreement and that Customer is entitled to, and shall be able
to enjoy quiet possession and use the System without interruption by ATS or its agents.
M. Adequate Resources
ATS represents and warrants that it has the resources, personnel, expertise and corporate
infrastructure available to deliver and support the design, delivery, implementation and
maintenance of the System and meet any milestones and/or deadlines imposed by this
Agreement, as well as performing the services described herein in accordance with the terms
and conditions of this Agreement, except as otherwise provided in this Agreement.
N. ATS's Proposal
ATS recognizes that the Customer has based the awarding of this contract on the
representations given by ATS to Customer. ATS represents and warrants all claims, including
but not limited to representations regarding prior contract terminations, or representations
regarding current or future functionality, documented in it's response to the Customer's
Request for Proposal
O. Product Condition
ATS represents and warrants that unless otherwise specified, each Product delivered shall
be delivered new and not as a “used, substituted, rebuilt, refurbished or reinstalled” Product.
P. Specifications
ATS represents and warrants that all Products provided by Contractor shall meet or exceed the
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specifications set forth in Contractor’s informational materials or design specifications.
Q. Employment
Any and all employees of ATS, while engaged in the performance of any work or services
required by ATS under this Agreement, shall be considered employees of ATS only and not of
the Customer. Any and all claims that may arise under the Workers Compensation Act on
behalf of said employees, while so engaged, and all claims made by a third party as a
consequence of any negligent act or omission on the part of the ATS’ employees, while so
engaged in any of the work or services provided for or rendered, shall be the obligation of the
ATS and not the of the Customer.
9. ACCEPTANCE:
Customer shall test the System in accordance with the Acceptance Test Plan included in Exhibit “A,
Section 1” - Project Scope of Work and shall Go-Live with the System if, after completing these
tests, Customer determines that the System conforms to the Specifications set forth in the
description of the System set out in Addendum A – Detailed Description of System and Exhibit
“A, Section 1” – Project Scope of Work. In addition, at such time as the System has complied
with the Acceptance Criteria required for Final System Acceptance, the parties will jointly execute a
Completion Certificate. Until such time, the System will not be deemed to have achieved the
Acceptance Criteria associated with Final System Acceptance. For purposes of clarity, it is the
objective of the parties to achieve Final System Acceptance within ninety (90) days following
Customer commencing Live Operations.
10. INTERSECTION AND VIOLATION RATE ANALYSIS:
Prior to implementing the Axsis System, ATS may conduct an analysis of each Approach being
considered for a Camera System. If ATS deems necessary, ATS will use the Axsis™ VIMS
(Violation Incident Monitoring System) or other tool or means to complete the analysis over a 4 to
24 hour period. The Customer will be provided a report on violations recorded at each monitored
approach, including the time of day and lanes on which the violations occurred. For any Approach
recommended by the Customer, ATS may install a Camera System. However, ATS may elect not
to install a Camera System where traffic violation data does not support installation of the Axsis
System.
11. COMMUNICATION OF INFORMATION:
ATS agrees that all information obtained by ATS through operation of the Axsis System shall be
made available to the Customer at any time during ATS's normal working hours, excluding trade
secrets and other confidential or proprietary information not reasonably necessary for the
prosecution of citations or the fulfillment of Customer’s obligation under this Agreement.
12. CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION:
A. ATS Understanding and Obligations:
1. ATS understands that any records (including but not limited to bid or proposal
submittals, the Agreement, and any other contract materials) it submits to
Customer, or that are used by Customer even if ATS possesses the records, are
public records under Washington State law, RCW Chapter 42.56. Public records
must be promptly disclosed upon request unless a statute exempts them from
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disclosure. ATS also understands that even if part of a record is exempt from
disclosure, the rest of that record generally must be disclosed.
2. ATS must separate and clearly mark as “proprietary” all records related to this
Agreement or the performance of this Agreement that ATS believes are exempt
from disclosure. ATS is familiar with potentially-applicable public-disclosure
exemptions and the limits of those exemptions, and will mark as “proprietary”
only information that ATS believes legitimately fits within an exemption and will
state the statutory exception upon which it is relying.
3. If Customer notifies ATS under Paragraph B 2 of a public disclosure request,
and ATS believes records are exempt from disclosure, it is ATS’s responsibility
to make determination and pursue a lawsuit under RCW 42.56 or any other
applicable law to enjoin disclosure. ATS must obtain the injunction and serve it
on the Customer before the close of business on the tenth business day after
Customer sent notification to ATS. It is ATS’s discretionary decision whether to
file the lawsuit.
4. If ATS does not timely obtain and serve an injunction, ATS is deemed to have
authorized releasing the record.
5. Notwithstanding the above, ATS must not take any action that would affect
(a) Customer’s ability to use goods and services provided under this Agreement
or (b) ATS obligations under this Agreement.
6. ATS will fully cooperate with Customer in identifying and assembling records
in case of any public disclosure request.
7. ATS shall not use any information acquired by this program with respect to
any violations or the Customer’s law enforcement activities for any purpose other
than the program.

B. Customer’s Obligations:
1. Customer will only disclose those parts of records ATS has marked as
“proprietary” information: (a) in response to a public disclosure request, or (b) ATS
has given the Customer express advance written permission to disclose the
records; (c) to Authorized Persons. “Authorized persons” means those Customer
officers, employees, contractors and consultants for whom the proprietary
information is necessary to perform their duties or obligations to the Customer.
The term “proprietary information” does not include ideas, concepts, know-how or
techniques related to any information that, at the time of disclosure, is in the public
domain, unless the entry of that information into the public domain is a result of a
breach of this Agreement.
2. If Customer receives a public disclosure request for records that ATS has
marked as “proprietary” information, Customer may promptly notify ATS of the
request. The Customer may postpone disclosing these records for ten business
days after it has sent notification to ATS, in order to allow ATS to file a lawsuit
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under RCW 42.56 or other applicable laws to enjoin disclosure. It is ATS’
discretionary decision whether to file the lawsuit.
3. If Customer has notified ATS of a public disclosure request, and ATS has not
obtained an injunction and served Customer with that injunction by the close of
business on the tenth business day after Customer sent notice, Customer may
then disclose the record.
4. Customer has no other obligations concerning records ATS has marked as
“proprietary information” under this Agreement. Customer has no obligation to
claim any exemption from disclosure. The Customer is not obligated or liable to
ATS for any records that Customer releases in compliance with this Section or in
compliance with the order of a court of competent jurisdiction.
13. GENERAL ADMINISTRATION AND MANAGEMENT:
The director of the Police department, or his/her designee, shall have primary responsibility for
the Customer under this Contract and shall oversee and approve all work to be performed,
coordinate communications, and review and approve all invoices, under this Contract.
14. OWNERSHIP OF SYSTEM:
It is understood by the Customer that the System being installed by ATS is, and shall remain, the
sole property of ATS, unless separately procured from ATS through a lease or purchase
transaction. The System is being provided to Customer only under the terms and for the term of
this Agreement. All finished or unfinished documents and materials prepared by ATS with funds
paid by the Customer under this Agreement shall become the property of the Customer and shall
be forwarded to the Customer upon request.
15. NO AGENCY:
ATS is an independent contractor providing services to the Customer and the employees, agents
and servants of ATS shall in no event be considered to be the employees, agents, or servants of
the Customer. This contract is not intended to create an agency relationship between ATS and
the Customer.
16. ASSIGNMENT:
ATS shall not assign or subcontract any of its obligations under this Agreement without
Customer’s prior written consent which may be granted or withheld in Customer’s sole
discretion but which may not be unreasonably withheld. Any subcontract made by ATS shall
incorporate by reference all the terms of this Agreement. ATS shall ensure that all
subcontractors comply with the obligations and requirements of the subcontract. Customer’s
consent to any assignment or subcontract shall not release ATS from liability under this
Agreement, or from any obligation to be performed under this Agreement, whether occurring
before or after such consent, assignment, or subcontract.
17. COMPLIANCE WITH LAWS:
A. Nondiscrimination/Equal Protection. ATS agrees not to discriminate against any
employee or applicant for employment or any other persons in the performance of this
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Agreement because of race, religion, creed, color, national origin, marital status, gender,
age or handicap, or other circumstances as may be defined by federal, state or local law
or ordinance, except for a bona fide occupational qualification. ATS agrees to post in
conspicuous places, available to employees and applicants for employment, notices to be
provided by ATS setting forth the provisions of this nondiscrimination clause.
B. ATS shall comply with all federal, state and local regulations and ordinances applicable
to the work to be done under this Agreement. Inasmuch as the Customer is a body politic
and corporate, the laws from which Customer derives its powers, insofar as the same law
regulates the objects for which, or manner in which, or the concerns under which, the
Customer may enter into this Agreement, shall be controlling and shall be incorporated by
reference into this Agreement.
C. Any violation of the provisions of this Paragraph 15 shall be considered a violation of a
material provision of this Agreement and shall be grounds for cancellation, termination or
suspension of the Agreement by the Customer, in whole or in part, and may result in
ineligibility for further work for the Customer.
18. LEGAL CONSTRUCTION:
In case any one or more of the provisions contained in this Agreement shall for any reason be
held to be invalid, illegal, or unenforceable in any respect, such invalidity, illegality, or
unenforceability shall not affect any other provision thereof and this Agreement shall be construed
as if such invalid, illegal, or unenforceable provision had not been contained herein. Customer
and ATS agree to replace any invalid provision with a valid provision that most closely
approximates the intent and economic effect of the invalid provision. Provided however, at
Customer’s sole discretion, nothing herein shall limit Customer’s right to terminate as provided
under Paragraph 23 of this Agreement.
19. COURT OPERATIONS:
ATS acknowledges that should there be any conflict between any current District Court
Interlocal Agreement and its amendments and this Agreement that the District Court Interlocal
Agreement shall control.
20. CLAIMS:
Any claim against the Customer for damages, expenses, costs or extras arising out of the
performance of this Agreement must be made in writing to the Customer within thirty (30) days
after the discovery of such damage, expense or loss, and in no event later than the time of
approval by the Customer for final payment. ATS, upon making application for final payment,
shall be deemed to have waived its right to claim for any other damages for which a claim has not
been made, unless such application for final payment includes notice of additional claim and fully
describes such claim.
21. INDEMNIFICATION AND INSURANCE:
To the extent permitted by law, ATS shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold the Customer
harmless from and against all claims, demands, damages, costs, actions and causes of
actions, liabilities, judgments, expenses and attorney fees, resulting from the injury or death of
any person or the damage to or destruction of property, or the infringement of any patent,
copyright, trademark or trade secret, arising out of the work performed or goods provided under
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this Agreement, or ATS’ violation of any law, ordinance or regulation, except for damages
resulting from the negligence of the Customer. As to the Customer, the ATS waives any
immunity it may have under RCW Title 51 or any other Worker’s Compensation statute. The
parties acknowledge that this waiver has been negotiated by them, and that the contract price
reflects this negotiation.
ATS shall maintain insurance as set forth in Attachment B.
The Customer shall be responsible for vehicle insurance coverage on any vehicles driven by
Customer employees. Coverage will include liability and collision damage.
22. RISK OF LOSS AND INSURANCE:
The risk of loss for the Deliverables hereunder shall pass to Customer upon the completion of both
(a) Delivery of that Deliverable to (i) the Designated Location; or (ii) another location owned or
controlled by Customer and specified by Customer for such delivery, and (b) the signature of a
person authorized to receive the delivery.
The ATS shall maintain Insurance that is sufficient to protect the ATS’s business against all
applicable risks, as set forth in Attachment B– Insurance Requirements. The ATS will cause the
Indemnified parties to be named as additional Insureds on the policy required under the Agreement
and shall cause its insurance to be primary to any Insurance carried by the Indemnified parties. The
ATS will provide the Customer with certificates of Insurance and other supporting materials as
Customer reasonably may request to evidence ATS’s continuing compliance with this section. The
ATS will be liable for all loss or damage, other than ordinary wear and tear, to the Customer’s
property in the ATS’s possession or control that is cause by the ATS. In the event of any such loss
or damage, the ATS will pay the Customer the full current replacement cost of such equipment or
property within thirty (30) days after its loss or damage.
23. STATE LAW TO APPLY:
This Agreement shall be construed under and in accordance with the laws of the State of
Washington. The venue for any action relating to this Agreement shall be in the Superior Court
for King County, State of Washington. ATS agrees not to commence or prosecute any action
or proceeding arising out of or in connection with the Agreement other than in the
aforementioned courts.
24. LEGAL FEES:
In any lawsuit between the parties with respect to the matters covered by the Agreement, the
prevailing party will be entitled to receive its reasonable attorney’s fees and costs incurred in the
lawsuit, in addition to any other relief it may be awarded.
25. WAIVER:
No covenant, term or condition or the breach thereof shall be deemed waived, except by written
consent of the party against whom the waiver is claimed, and any waiver of the breach of any
covenant, term or condition shall not be deemed to be a waiver of any preceding or succeeding
breach of the same or any other covenant, term or condition. Neither the acceptance by
Customer of any performance by ATS after the time the same shall have become due nor
payment to ATS for any portion of the Work shall constitute a waiver by Customer of the breach
or default of any covenant, term or condition unless otherwise this is expressly agreed to by
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Customer, in writing. Customer’s failure to insist on performance of any of the terms or
conditions herein or to exercise any right or privilege or the Customer’s waiver of any breach
hereunder shall not thereafter waive any other term, condition, or privilege, whether of the same
or similar type.
26. TERMINATION
A. The Agreement may be terminated:
i)
By mutual written consent of the parties;
ii)

For Cause - by either party where the other party fails in any material way to
perform its obligations under this Agreement. Termination under this subsection is
subject to the condition that the terminating party notifies in writing the other party
of its intent to terminate, stating with reasonable specific Customer the grounds
therefore, and the other party fails to cure the default within sixty (60) days after
receiving notice. ATS specifically shall be deemed in default if the System
continues to exhibit defects causing serious disruption of use and/or repeated
periods of downtime, notwithstanding ATS's remedial or maintenance efforts, over
a continuous period of sixty (60) days.

iii)

For Convenience: Customer may terminate this contract in whole or in part,
without cause and for any reason, including Customer’s convenience, upon written
notice to the Contractor at the conclusion of the first 12 months from activation of
the Camera System in Work Order #1. After 12 months from the first issued
notice from the most recent camera installation in the first work order, Customer
can terminate for convenience, and Contractor will receive a termination fee of six
additional months of base fees for each installed camera.

iv)

For External Cause Interfering With Performance - by either party in the event that
state legislation, a decision by a court of competent jurisdiction, or other change in
state law or circumstances materially interferes with the terms of this Agreement
or the ability of a party to perform its obligations under the terms of this
Agreement. In any termination for external cause, ATS shall retain an amount of
revenue collected from the program sufficient to cover ATS’s costs in excess of
fees paid to date, except said retention shall not apply for any other termination
under A.ii of this paragraph or contrary to the neutral cost clause, above

v)

Termination at end of contract term as provided in Paragraph 5 above.

B. Upon termination of this Agreement, either for breach or because it has reached the end
of its term, the parties recognize that the Customer will have to process traffic law violations in
the “pipeline,” and that ATS accordingly must assist the Customer in this regard. Accordingly,
the parties shall take the following actions, and shall have the following obligations, which
survive termination during the wind-down period: The Customer shall cease using the
Axsis™ System, shall return or allow ATS to recover all provided equipment within a
reasonable time not to exceed 60 days, and shall not generate further images to be
processed. Unless directed by the Customer not to do so, ATS shall continue to process all
images taken by the Customer before termination and provide all services associated with
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processing in accordance with this Agreement, and shall be entitled to all Fees specified in
the Agreement as if the Agreement were still in effect.
27. ENTIRE AGREEMENT:
This Agreement, including all attachments, amendments and subsequently issued change
notices, comprises the entire agreement between the Customer and ATS. The Agreement and
Work Orders, the addendum to the RFP, ATS’ proposal, including all attachments, are explicitly
included in this Agreement. Where there are conflicts among these documents, the controlling
document will be in that same sequence, with the first taking priority over the last listed. No
verbal agreement or conversation between any officer, agent, associate or employee of
Customer and any officer, agency, employee or associate of ATS prior to the execution of this
Agreement shall affect or modify any of the terms or obligations contained in this Agreement.
28. AMENDMENTS TO THE AGREEMENT:
The Customer may from time to time consider it in its best interest to change, modify or extend
term, conditions or covenants of this Agreement or require changes in the scope of the Services
to be performed by ATS, or request ATS to perform additional services regardless of and without
invalidating the process that was used to procure the services enumerated under this Agreement.
Any such change, addition, deletion, extension or modification, including any increase or
decrease in the amount of ATS's compensation, which are mutually agreed upon by and between
the Customer and ATS shall be incorporated in written amendments (herein called
"Amendments") to this Agreement. Such Amendments shall not invalidate the procurement
process or this Agreement nor relieve or release ATS or the Customer of any of its obligations
under this Agreement unless stated therein. Such amendments may be signed by the Customer
Manager or his designee without further City Council authorization so long as these amendments
are within the project budget.
29. FORCE MAJEURE:
In the event that either party is unable to perform any of its material obligations under this
Agreement because of a natural disaster or action or decree of a superior governmental body
(hereinafter referred to as a “Force Majeure Event” or “Event”), the party that has been so
affected immediately shall give notice to the other party and shall do everything possible to
resume performance. Upon receipt of such notice, the affected party shall be excused from
such performance as is affected by the Force Majeure Event for the period of such Event. If
such Event affects the delivery date or warranty provisions of this Agreement, such date or
warranty period shall automatically be extended for a period equal to the duration of such
Event. Neither party will be liable to the other or be deemed to be in breach of this agreement
for any failure or delay in rendering performance arising out of causes beyond its reasonable
control and without its fault or negligence. Such causes may include but are not limited to, acts
of God or the public enemy, terrorism, significant fires, floods, earthquakes, epidemics,
quarantine restrictions, strikes, freight embargoes, unusually severe weather, or governmental
authorities approval delays which are not caused by any act or omission by ATS.
30. REMEDY FOR NONCONFORMITY
If the System does not perform in accordance with description of the functions and capabilities
as described in Exhibit “A, Section 1” – Project Scope of Work, or if a material portion of
the system is defective, said non-conformance or defect will be considered a breach. The
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Customer shall notify ATS, in writing, specifying in reasonable detail, the reason for the claimed
breach, as soon as practicable after discovery of the breach. ATS shall then, at its own expense,
replace, or make such corrections to the system as necessary to cure the deficiency. ATS shall
notify Customer, in writing, when such corrections have been completed. If ATS fails to replace
or correct the System to Customer’s reasonable satisfaction, the Customer shall be entitled to a
pro-rata refund for any fees paid for the period of non performance.
31. GENERAL TERMS
A. This Agreement shall be binding on the successors and assigns of the parties hereto and shall
inure to the benefit of the successors and permitted assigns of the parties hereto, but nothing in this
paragraph shall be construed as a consent to any assignment of this Agreement by either party
except as provided in the ASSIGNMENT section of this Agreement.
B. This Agreement shall not become a binding contract until signed by an authorized officer of both
parties.
C. All references to amounts of money in this Agreement refer to U.S. currency.
D. Controlling language of this contract shall be in U.S. English.
E. This Agreement may be executed in any number of identical counterparts, and each such
counterpart shall be deemed a duplicate original thereof.
F. The provisions contained herein shall not be construed in favor of or against either party because
that party or its counsel drafted this Agreement, but shall be construed as if all parties prepared this
Agreement.
G. Whenever the singular number is used in this Agreement and when required by the context, the
same shall include the plural, and the use of any gender, be it masculine, feminine or neuter, shall
include all of the genders.
NOTICES:

Any notices or demand which under the terms of this Agreement or under any statute must or
may be given or made by ATS or Customer shall be in writing and shall be given or made by
personal service, first class mail, FedEx, or by certified or registered mail to the parties at the
following address:
The City of Bellevue
450 – 110th Avenue NE
Bellevue, WA 98004
Attn: Captain Mike Johnson

American Traffic Solutions, Inc.
7681 E. Gray Rd
Scottsdale, AZ 85260
Attn: Chief Operating Officer

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have executed this Agreement as of the date on Page 1.

CITY OF BELLEVUE

___________________________________
City Manager
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Dated:__________________________

Dated: _____________________________

Approved as to Form:

___________________________________
Attorney, City of Bellevue
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Exhibit A
ATS SCOPE OF WORK

1. AMERICAN TRAFFIC SOLUTIONS (ATS) SCOPE OF WORK
1.2

ATS IMPLEMENTATION
1.2.1

ATS agrees to provide a turnkey solution for Camera Systems to the Customer
wherein all reasonably necessary elements required to implement and operate
the solution are the responsibility of ATS, except for those items identified in
Section 2 titled “Customer Scope of Work”.
ATS and the Customer
understand and agree that new or previously unforeseen requirements may,
from time to time, be identified and that the parties shall negotiate in good faith
to assign to the proper party the responsibility and cost for such items. In
general, if work is to be performed by the Customer, unless otherwise
specified, the Customer shall not charge ATS for the cost. All other in-scope
work, external to the Customer, is the responsibility of ATS.

1.2.2

ATS agrees to make every effort to adhere to the Project Time Line agreed
upon between the parties.

1.2.3

ATS will assist the Customer with video evaluation of candidate sites using the
Axsis VIMS system.

1.2.4

ATS will install Camera Systems at a number of intersections, school zones or
grade crossing approaches to be agreed upon between ATS and the Customer
after completion of site analyses. In addition to any initial locations, the parties
may agree from time to time to add to the quantities and locations where
Camera Systems are installed and maintained.

1.2.5

ATS will operate each Camera System on a 24-hour basis, barring downtime
for maintenance and normal servicing activities.

1.2.6

ATS’ in-house marketing department will assist the Customer with public
information and outreach campaign strategies.

1.2.7

ATS agrees to provide a secure web site (www.violationinfo.com) accessible to
citation recipients (defendants) by means of a Notice # and a PIN, which will
allow violation image and video viewing.

1.2.8

The Customer and ATS will complete the Project Business Process Work Flow
design within 30 calendar days of contract signature.

1.2.9

ATS normally shall provide technician site visits to each Camera System once
per month to perform preventive maintenance checks consisting of camera
enclosure lens cleaning; camera, strobe and controller enclosure cleaning;
inspection of exposed wires; and general system inspection and maintenance.

1.2.10 ATS shall repair a non-functional Camera System within 72 business hours of
determination of a malfunction.
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1.2.11 ATS shall repair the Axsis VPS system within 1 business day from the time of
the outage. Outages of Customer internet connections or infrastructure are
excluded from this service level.
1.3

ATS OPERATIONS
1.3.1

ATS shall provide the Customer with an optional one-time warning period up to
30 days in length at the outset of the program.

1.3.2

ATS shall provide the Customer with an automated web-based citation
processing system (Axsis™ VPS) including image processing, 1st notice color
printing and mailing of Citation or Notice of Violation per chargeable event and
a mailing of a text only reminder notice. Each Citation or Notice of Violation
shall be delivered by First Class mail to the registered owner within the
statutory period. Mailings to owners responding to first notices identifying
drivers in affidavits of non-liability or by rental car companies are also included
according to each pricing option.

1.3.3

ATS shall apply an electronic signature to the citation when authorized to do so
by an approving law enforcement officer.

1.3.4

ATS shall obtain in-state vehicle registration information necessary to issue
citations assuming that it is named as the Customer’s agent.

1.3.5

ATS shall seek records from out-of-state vehicle registration databases and
apply records found to Axsis to issue citations for the Customer according to
each pricing option.

1.3.6

If Customer is unable to or does not desire to integrate ATS data to its court
system, ATS may provide an on-line court processing module, which will
enable the court to review cases, related images, correspondence and other
related information required to adjudicate the disputed citation. The system will
also enable the Court staff to accept and account for payments. Any costs
charged by a third party vendor to integrate the ATS system to a court
computer system shall be borne by the Customer. ATS may agree to cover
these up front costs and recover the costs from the collected revenue in
addition to its normal fees.

1.3.7

The Axsis™ VPS system, which provides the Customer with ability to run and
print any and all standard system reports.

1.3.8

If required by the court or prosecutor, ATS shall, at its own cost, provide the
Customer with, or train a local expert witness able to testify in Court on matters
relating to the accuracy, technical operations, and effectiveness of the Axsis™
System until judicial notice is taken.

1.3.9

In those instances where damage to a Camera System or sensors is caused
by negligence on the part of the Customer or its authorized agent(s), ATS will
provide Customer an estimate of the cost of repair. Upon authorization to
proceed with the repairs or replacement, ATS shall replace or repair any
damaged equipment and invoice for the pre-approved repair cost. ATS shall
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bear the cost to replace or repair equipment damaged in all other
circumstances.
1.3.10 ATS shall provide a help line to help the Customer resolve any problems
encountered regarding its Photo Enforcement Camera Systems and/or citation
processing. The help line shall function during normal business hours.
1.3.11 As part of its turnkey system, ATS shall provide violators with the ability to view
violations online. This online viewing system shall include a link to the
payment website(s) and may offer the opportunity to download an affidavit of
non-liability online. Online obtained affidavits, if approved by the court, shall be
directed to and processed by ATS and communicated to the Court via the
Axsis VPS transfer described above.

2. CUSTOMER SCOPE OF WORK
2.2

2.3

GENERAL IMPLEMENTATION REQUIREMENTS
2.2.1

Within 7 business days of contract execution, the Customer shall provide ATS
with the name and contact information for a project manager with authority to
coordinate Customer responsibilities under the Agreement.

2.2.2

Within 7 business days of contract execution, the Customer shall provide ATS
with the name and contact information for a District Court manager responsible
for oversight of all Court-related program requirements

2.2.3

The Customer shall make every effort to adhere to the Project Time Line to be
agreed upon between the parties.

2.2.4

The Customer shall direct the Chief of Police or approved alternate execute the
ATS DMV Subscriber Services Agreement (Schedule 2) to provide verification
to the State Department of Licensing, National Law Enforcement
Telecommunications System, or appropriate authority indicating that ATS is
acting as an Agent of the Customer for the purposes of accessing vehicle
ownership data pursuant to the list of permissible uses delineated in the
Drivers Privacy Protection Act 18 U.S.C. § 2721, Section (b) (1) and as may
otherwise be provided or required by any provision of applicable state law.

2.2.5

The Customer and ATS shall complete the Project Business Process Work
Flow design within 30 calendar days of contract signature.

STREETS AND TRAFFIC DEPARTMENT OPERATIONS
2.3.1

If the Customer chooses to move a Camera System to a new approach after
initial installation, it shall pay the costs to relocate the System.

2.3.2

Customer will design, fabricate, install and maintain red light camera warning
signs. If Customer cannot provide such signage, ATS will do so and charge
the costs to the client.
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2.3.3

The Customer shall provide access to traffic signal phase connections
according to approved design.

2.3.4

Customer shall allow ATS to access power from existing power sources at no
cost and shall allow or facilitate access to traffic signal phase connections to a
pull box, pole base, or controller cabinet nearest to each Camera System
within the Customer’s jurisdiction. The costs of any additional conduit or power
infrastructure needed to support installation of the Camera System shall be
funded by ATS or the Customer. The customer may choose to install the
necessary infrastructure or can elect to have ATS fund the installation. ATS
agrees to cover these up front costs and recover the costs from the collected
revenue in addition to its normal fees, subject to the cost neutrality clause.

2.3.5

ATS will provide installation drawings stamped by a licensed civil engineer
qualified in traffic engineering design. Deliverables shall conform to applicable
engineering norms and reflect the details of installation work to be completed.
ATS will submit traffic and pedestrian control plans in addition to the civil plans
necessary for full installation of each Camera System. Scheduling of any
Camera System installations may be impacted where such installations are
adjacent to other major construction projects. Said installations will need to be
coordinated with the adjacent projects

2.3.6

ATS acknowledges that plan review turnaround and iterations is dependent
upon the initial quality of the design submitted and competing workload
demands. The Customer shall make a good faith effort to 1) approve or reject
ATS submitted plans within 14 business days of receipt; 2) limit iterations to a
total of one revision beyond the initially submitted plans’ and 3). have total plan
approval duration not exceed 28 business days.

2.3.7

The Customer will charge ATS or its subcontractor for building, constructions,
street use and/or pole attachment permits. ATS agrees to cover these up front
costs and recover the costs from the collected revenue in addition to its normal
fees, subject to the cost neutrality clause.

2.3.8

ATS will maintain all field facilities and equipment associated with this program.
If any facility or equipment malfunction affects the Customer’s traffic signal or
lighting system, the Customer may disconnect or otherwise address this
concern to maintain safe and efficient traffic operations to the public.

2.3.9

ATS shall provide the Customer as set of As-Built plans after construction of
the ATS facilities.

2.3.10 ATS will be solely responsible to provide One-Call Locates to its facilities within
the public right of way and anywhere else required by law.
2.4

POLICE DEPARTMENT OPERATIONS
2.4.1

The Police Department shall process each potential violation in accordance
with State Laws and/or City Ordinances within 3 business days of its
appearance in the Police Review Queue, using Axsis™ to determine which
violations will be issued as Citations or Notices of Violation.
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2.5

2.6

2.4.2

Police Department workstation computer monitors for citation review and
approval should provide a resolution of 1280 x 1024.

2.4.3

For optimal data throughput, Police Department workstations should be
connected to a high-speed internet connection with bandwidth of T-1 or
greater.

2.4.4

Police Department shall provide signatures of all authorized police users who
will review events and approve citations on forms provided by ATS.

COURT OPERATIONS
2.5.1

The District Court is responsible for payment processing services including
second notices, collections, and receipt of revenues.

2.5.2

Court shall provide a judge or hearing officer and court facilities to schedule
and hear disputed citations.

2.5.3

Customer or designated court shall provide the specific text required to be
placed on the Citation notice to be issued by ATS within 30 calendar days of
contract signature.

2.5.4

The Customer shall approve the Citation form within as soon as reasonable
possible after receipt from ATS.

2.5.5

Customer or designated court is responsible for inbound and outbound phone
calls and correspondence from defendants who have questions about
disputes, and other issues relating to citation adjudication.

2.5.6

ATS will identify any potential, one time, direct costs associated with
development of an interface between the Court system and will notify
Customer of these anticipated costs. Customer must approve the costs prior
to ATS incurring them. Approved costs will be initially paid by ATS and any
such costs will be reimbursed to ATS by the customer.

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY DEPARTMENT OPERATIONS
2.6.1

In the event that remote access to the ATS Axsis VPS System is blocked by
Customer network security infrastructure, the Customer’s Department of
Information Technology shall coordinate with ATS to facilitate appropriate
communications while maintaining required security measures.
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Schedule 1
Service Fee Schedule
Fees for Basic Services
Monthly fee per camera approach (up to or 4 lanes)

$3,750

Fees for Optional Services
Issuance of 2nd Notice with return envelope (fee per unit)

$1.50

Lockbox payment processing service included processing of checks, money orders,
cashiers checks and cash as well as initial program setup and ongoing monthly
account fees. (fee per processed item)

$1.50

Affidavit/Transfer of Liability and New Address processing service - (fee per
processed item)

$2.00

Inbound and outbound call support related to hearing scheduling, payments,
disputes, etc. (fee per call processed)

$3.00

Fee per 1st citation issued, and each subsequent citation, above the sum of the total
amount of cameras multiplied by 800 per month

$5.00

Collections services – includes collections activity on all instate and out of state
delinquent payments remaining after the second notice. Service includes noticing,
phone contact, and credit reporting. ATS will add the collections fee to the
outstanding notice balance such that City net equals $101.
Skip Tracing (per good address located)

25% of
collection
s
$3.50

Fixed/Mobile Speed System
Fixed Site Speed Camera for School Zone Enforcement
Fee includes a 4-lane site and up to 400 issued citations per month per camera

$4,750

Mobile Speed Camera for School Zone Enforcement (city staffed)
Fee includes up to 400 issued citations per month per camera
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Schedule 2
DMV Subscriber Agreement
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SPECIAL RIDER
TO
ATTACHMENT “B”
INSURANCE REQUIREMENTS
for

Professional Service Contracts

Add the following to section A.

Minimum Insurance:

5. Consultant’s Errors & Omissions or Professional Liability with
limits not less than $1,000,000 per claim and as an annual
aggregate.
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NEWS RELEASE
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: Tuesday, April 7th, 2009
CONTACT:

Officer Greg Grannis
Bus: 425-452-4129 Pager: 206-997-0053

Bellevue Moves Forward With Traffic Enforcement Cameras
BELLEVUE – The Bellevue City Council unanimously approved a pilot program for camera
based traffic enforcement Monday night. The 6-0 vote allows the Bellevue Police Department
to move forward in finalizing a service contract and initializing the installation of cameras in
key areas.
Bellevue Police Chief Linda Pillo hailed the action as a positive step: “This system is expected
to improve traffic safety in the affected areas, while reducing the risk to our officers,” she said.
“With a minimal budget impact, the red light cameras will provide efficient enforcement in
problem locations. The school zone cameras will help us continue to protect the children of this
community.”
The Council’s action included an addition to City Code that allows enforcement of speed and
red light violations by automated cameras, as well as the approval to finalize a contract with
the project vendor, American Traffic Solutions, Inc., the vendor for the project. Red light
cameras will be placed in busy intersections still to be determined on the NE 8th St, Bel-Red
Road, and 148th Ave NE corridors. Speed zone cameras will be implemented near Stevenson,
Lake Hills, and Sunset Elementary. Additional cameras may be added depending on the
program’s impacts on safety.
The City Council emphasized that this program will launch as a pilot program, and will include
statistical reports to Council every six months providing statistics andto monitor its
effectiveness analysis of the program and its .
Questions may be directed to the PIO at ggrannis@bellevuewa.gov or 425-452-4129.

City Manager’s Offices are located in City Hall on 450 110th Avenue NE, Bellevue, WA 98004
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CITY OF BELLEVUE, WASHINGTON
ORDINANCE NO.
AN ORDINANCE adding a new Chapter 11.49 to the City Code authorizing the
use of automated traffic safety and school speed zone cameras for issuance of
notices of red light infraction at arterial intersections and speeding infractions at
elementary schools within the City limits; authorizing execution of a five-year
agreement with American Traffic Solutions, Inc. (ATS) to provide red light and school
zone photo enforcement services; amending the 2009-2010 General Fund budget by
increasing the appropriation by $588,000

WHEREAS, the Legislature of the State of Washington has added a new
section to RCW 46.63 regulating the use of automated traffic safety cameras; and
WHEREAS, the City Council of Bellevue recognizes the value of
implementing an automated enforcement program in the furtherance of its goals in
maintaining a safe traffic/pedestrian environment for its citizenry; NOW,
THEREFORE,
THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF BELLEVUE, WASHINGTON, DOES
ORDAIN AS FOLLOWS:
Section 1. The Bellevue Municipal City code Code shall be amended to
adopt a new Chapter 11.49 Automated Traffic Safety Cameras to read as follows:
Section 1. Chapter 11.49
Automated Traffic Safety Cameras
Section 11.49.010
Section 11.49.020
Section 11.49.030
Section 11.49.040
Section 11.49.050
Section 11.49.060
Section 11.49.070
Section 11.49.080
Section 11.49.100

Authorized Use of Automated Traffic Safety Cameras
Notice of Infraction
Request for Hearing
Presumption of Committed Infraction/Presumption
Overcome
Infractions Processed
Issuing Infractions
Definition of Automated Traffic Safety Camera
Penalties
Authorization for Use of Electronic Signatures

Section 11.49.010 Authorized Use of Automated Traffic Safety Cameras
A.
Law enforcement officers of the City of Bellevue and persons
commissioned by the Bellevue Police Department are authorized to use automated
traffic cameras and related automated systems to detect one or more of the
following: (1) stoplight violations; and (2) school speed zone violations.

1
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B.
The use of automated traffic safety cameras is subject to the following
restrictions:
1.
Use of traffic safety cameras is restricted to arterial intersections and
school speed zones only; and
2.
Automated traffic safety cameras may only take pictures of the vehicle
and vehicle license plate and only while an infraction is occurring. Pictures taken by
automated traffic safety cameras may not reveal the face of the driver or of the
passengers in the vehicle.
C.
The City shall clearly mark all locations where automated traffic safety
cameras are in use by placing signs in locations that clearly indicate to the driver
that he or she is entering a zone where traffic laws are enforced by an automated
traffic safety camera.
Section 11.49.020 Notice of Infraction
A.
Whenever any vehicle is photographed by an automatic traffic safety
camera, a notice of infraction shall be mailed to the registered owner of the vehicle
within fourteen days of the violation, or to the renter of the vehicle within fourteen
days of establishing the renter’s name and address under this section.
B.
If the registered owner of the vehicle is a rental car business, the law
enforcement agency shall, before a notice of infraction is issued, provide a written
notice to the rental car business that a notice of infraction may be issued to the
rental car business if the rental car business does not, within eighteen days of
receiving the written notice, provide to the issuing agency by return mail:
1.
A statement under oath stating the name and known mailing address
of the individual driving or renting the vehicle when the infraction occurred; or
2.
A statement under oath that the business is unable to determine who
was driving or renting the vehicle at the time the infraction occurred; or
3.
In lieu of identifying the vehicle operator, the rental car business may
pay the applicable penalty. Timely mailing of this statement to the issuing law
enforcement agency relieves a rental car business or any liability under this chapter
for the notice of infraction.
C. The law enforcement officer issuing the notice of infraction shall include
with it a certificate or facsimile thereof, based upon inspection of photographs,
microphotos or electronic images produced by an automated traffic safety camera,
stating the facts supporting the notice of infraction. This certificate or facsimile is
prima facie evidence of the facts contained in it and is admissible in a proceeding
charging a violation under this chapter.
Section 11.49.030 Request for Hearing
2
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A person receiving a notice of infraction based on evidence detected by an
automated traffic safety camera may respond to the notice by mail.
Section 11.49.040 Presumption of Committed Infraction/Presumption
Overcome
A.
In a traffic infraction case involving an infraction detected though the
use of a photo enforcement system under RCW 46.63.170, proof that the particular
vehicle described in the notice of traffic infraction was in violation of any such
provision of RCW 46.63.170, together with proof that the person named in the notice
of traffic infraction was at the time of the violation the registered owner of the vehicle
constitutes in evidence a prima facie presumption that the registered owner of the
vehicle was the person in control of the vehicle at the point where, and for the time
during which, the violation occurred.
B.
This presumption may be overcome only if the registered owner states,
under oath, in a written statement to the court or in testimony before the court that
the vehicle involved was, at the time, stolen or in the care, custody, or control of
some person other than the registered owner.
Section 11.49.050 Infractions Processed
Infractions detected through the use of automated traffic safety cameras are
not part of the registered owner’s driving record under RCW 46.52.101 and
46.52.120. Additionally, infractions generated by the use of automated traffic safety
cameras under this section shall be processed in the same manner as parking
infractions including for the purposes of RCW 3.46.120, 3.50.100, 35.20.220,
46.16.216 and 46.20.270(3).
Section 11.49.060 Issuing Infractions
Nothing in this section prohibits a law enforcement officer from issuing a
notice of traffic infraction to a person in control of a vehicle at the time a violation
occurs under RCW 46.63.030(1)(1), (b), or (c).
Section 11.49.070 Definition of Automated Traffic Safety Camera
For the purposes of this ordinance, “automated traffic safety camera” means
a device that uses a vehicle sensor installed to work in conjunction with an
intersection traffic control system or a speed measuring device, and a camera
synchronized to automatically record one or more sequenced photographs,
microphotographs, or electronic images of the rear of a motor vehicle at the time the
vehicle fails to stop when facing a steady read traffic control signal or exceeds a
speed limit in a school zone as detected by a speed measuring device.
Section 11.49.080 Penalties
3
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A.

The penalty for a red light violation shall be $124.00.

B.

The penalty for a school zone speed violation shall be $124.00

C.
Fees and penalties for failure to respond shall follow the standard court
schedule for infractions.
Section 11.49.100 Authorization for Use of Electronic Signatures
In connection with the traffic safety program, the police chief, or his or her
designee, is authorized to utilize electronic signatures in accordance with the
provisions of Chapter 19.34 RCW.
Section 2. Severability. If any section, sentence, clause or phrase of Chapter
11.49 of the Bellevue City Code shall be held to be valid or unconditional by a court
of competent jurisdiction, such invalidity or unconstitutionality shall not affect the
validity or constitutionality of any other section, sentence, clause or phrase of this
ordinance.
Section 3. The City Manager or his designee is authorized to execute a fiveyear agreement with American Traffic Solutions, Inc. (ATS) to provide red light and school
zone photo enforcement services, a copy of which Agreement has been given Clerk’s
Receiving No. ________;
Section 4. The 2009-2010 General Fund budget adopted pursuant to Ordinance No.
5851 on December 1, 2008, as previously amended, is hereby further amended by
$588,000 to increase the budget and appropriation to said Fund.

Section 5. Effective Date. This ordinance, being an exercise of a power
specifically delegated to the City legislative body, is not subject to referendum, and
shall take effect (5) days after passage and publication of an approved summary
thereof consisting of the title.
Passed by the City Council this _____ day of
and signed in authentication of its passage this ______ day of
2009.
(SEAL)

Grant S. Degginger, Mayor
Approved as to form:
Lori M. Riordan, City Attorney
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Siona D. Windsor
Assistant City Attorney
Attest:

Myrna L. Basich, City Clerk
Published
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